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It is absolutely true that an elegant English speaker is usually rich in nuance in his/her 

expressions. He naturally possesses "some sort of finesse" which is sharply 

sophisticated.  

 

Mostly, such sophisticated finesse is admirably built through having a lot of feeling 

experience sensitively in his heart. Feeling the things sensitively engenders an 

opportunity for human beings to be “more perceptive” in the presence of so many things 

facing and experiencing. 

 

In general, “perceptiveness” you individually possess in the presence of the things 

decisively destines the two, 1) the quality and 2) the direction of your English very much 

more than you ignorantly imagine. 

 

The point is that you are required to substantially experience so many delicate matters 

and sentiently feel them in your daily life in the process to learn English rationally 

directed by your teacher, Toshiyuki Namai. Because the experience of life performs 

fruitfully as your great mother for the sake of the realization of valuable learning and 

development. 
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Essentially speaking, everyone possesses “latent ability” in him. This latent ability is 

called “potentiality.” 

 

“The concept of potentiality” is different from “the concept of possibility” which is simply 

treated by people in general. “Possibility” is the one people can recognize without any 

difficulty. But, “potentiality” is the one people normally can not recognize so easily. 

Because potentiality internally exists in every human being silently. 

 

Your teacher, Toshiyuki Namai is a being who has a keen eye for potentiality a student 

internally possesses. He absolutely does try to do “his best” to find and see student's 

potentiality through his teaching all the time. 

 

It is a wise idea for you to place yourself in his heart in the process to learn various 

intellectual matters from him. Because “doing it brilliantly” without any stumbling 

block between you and him is the best way for receiving his extraordinary guidance 

regarding your potentiality you don't know yet for your future sake. 


